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2Premium Support Services For Your Success

Make the most of your Zonar investment and your employees’ time. From basic trainings to comprehensive modules, our onsite 
training helps you use our solutions to your best advantage. Choose the training modules you need, then contact us to build a 
schedule that makes sense. Trainings are available in one-day, eight-hour increments. 

Ground Traffic Control® 
EVIR® Admin
60 minutes  |  Ideal for admins  |  Max 10 people per class
Learn to manage your inspection data and gain insight on 
your fleet’s operational status.

Covers: Logging in, home screen, inspections, incomplete 
inspections, missing inspections, manage drivers

EVIR® Mobile
60 minutes  |  Ideal for admin, compliance managers & 
mechanics  |  Max 10 people per class
Learn how to navigate, view and interact with the driver 
inspection reports in a new web platform. 
Covers: New features of EVIR Mobile, how to handle mixed 
EVIR fleets, inspection configurations and adding rentals.

Ground Traffic Control Admin 
60-90 minutes  |  Ideal for admins 
Max 5 people per class
Learn to set up and maintain various entities within that 
Ground Traffic Control account.

Covers: Managing locations, managing zones, managing 
users, managing assets, ZAlerts, additional reports  
and functions

Zonar Verify™ 
2 hours | Ideal for admins & dispatchers 
Max 10 people per class

Covers: Using RouteBoard to substitute drivers and buses for 
daily routes.

Note: Setup & linking of Routefinder with students and 
routes must be completed before this training.

Ground Traffic Control Dispatcher with ELD 
90 minutes  |  Ideal for admins, dispatchers & trainers  
Max 8 people per class
Learn to use the GPS tracking function to view location and 
speed information. And how to ensure your fleet is complying 
with the ELD mandate regarding their hours of service.

Covers: Logging in, home screen, GPS unit health, GPS 
units report, Location report, Path report, Schedule report, 
Audit report, aligning drivers to dispatchers, Location filters, 
notifications and alerts, Admin Attributes—Driver Groups, 
Manage Drivers—Assigning Groups, No Driver Reason (setup), 
HoS reporting, Messaging, Speed report 

Ground Traffic Control User 
2 hours  |  Ideal for admins  |  Max 10 people per class
Learn to use basic GPS tracking reports.

Covers: Logging in, home Screen, GPS unit health, GPS units 
report, Location report, Path report,  Schedule report, Audit 
report, Hardware Overview, Zones, Speed report

Zonar MyView™ and MyView Ridership 
1-3 hours | Ideal for admins and dispatchers 
Max 6 people per class
Learn to set up and maintain school, bell schedule, student, 
key (route) and asset data. Substitute assets on routes
and send various notifications to MyView app users regarding 
temporary changes, including bus substitutions, modified 
schedules due to weather, mechanical issues and modified 
class schedules. For a full experience, a preselected
and appropriately equipped bus may be used to provide a 
demonstration during training.

Covers: Setup, user management, operations, parent app 
installation, troubleshooting

Note: If purchasing MyView Ridership, Z Pass Management 
training may be required as a prerequisite.
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Z Pass™ 
2 hours  |  Ideal for admins  |  Max 10 people per class
Learn to track student ridership individually and based  
on routes.

Covers: Z Pass and Z Pass+

Zonar Coach Admin™ 
60 minutes  |  Ideal for admin & compliance managers    
Max 10 people per class
Learn how to setup and review driving behavior.

Covers: Adding drivers as users (individual driver email 
addresses are necessary). Driving behavior that Coach 
detects. Categorize acceptable behaviors for (Light, Medium, 
Heavy Duty) asset types. Reviewing recorded driver behavior.

Incident Response Center:  Asset & Driver views, Exporting,  
Asset, Driver, Driver and Date Range filtering

Zonar OnRoute™
30 minutes | Ideal for drivers, trainers, dispatchers, 
compliance managers & mechanics 
Max 10 people per class
Learn how to manage routes that were recorded by the driver.

Covers: How to access, create, and edit routes. 

Zonar SightIQ™ 
30 minutes | Ideal for admins, project managers, 
superintendents, & mechanics | Max 8 people per class
View various KPIs of heavy equipment ECM data that is 
compiled and filtered to discern performance metrics and 
predictive operations.

• SightIQ™ Predict shows an insider’s view of an asset’s 
health.

• SightIQ™ Optimize to consolidate site data into real-time 
information, regardless of location. 

• Detect equipment faults before operators do.

Covers: How to configure, assign permissions & setup in 
the Manage section. Site Summary, Daily Summary, Cycle 
metrics, Cycle Time & Time by Locations in the Dashboard. 
Filter data by Locations, Zones (Geofences), Date ranges

Persona-based Training
Mechanic Training 
2 hours  |  Ideal for mechanics and trainers    
Max 10 people per class
Get hands-on training and some hardware overview so your 
mechanics know how to find and fix issues within your fleet.

Covers: Logging in, home screen, vehicle inspections and 
repairs, GPS unit health, vehicle diagnostics, alerts and 
notifications, EVIR (if applicable), RMA and eCommerce store, 
Odometer report, Hardware overview

Note: Mechanics who’ll manage assets should also take the 
Ground Traffic Control Admin Training module.

Advanced Mechanic Training 
1 hour per vehicle type  |  Ideal for mechanics and trainers  
Max 5 people per class
Get comprehensive training for your mechanics to learn how 
to properly install Zonar hardware in your fleet.

Covers: Installing Zonar products in a variety of vehicles and 
equipment (Backbone, PTO and IOs not included) 

Zonar Administrator 
8 hours  |  Ideal for admins and trainers  
Max 5 people per class
Become a Ground Traffic Control power user with 
comprehensive training that covers basic to advanced 
reporting. 

Covers: This is an in-depth, hands-on version of Ground 
Traffic Control Admin Training. May contain client account 
setup such as uploading of drivers and assets.

Driver Training
EVIR® 2010 
2 hours  |  Ideal for drivers and trainers  
Max 8 people per class
Learn to use our Electronic Verified Inspection Reporting 
(EVIR) solution using your 2010.

Covers: EVIR
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EVIR® Mobile
60 minutes  |  Ideal for admin, compliance managers & 
mechanics  |  Max 10 people per class

Learn how to navigate, view, and interact with the driver 
inspection reports in a new web platform.

Covers: New features of EVIR Mobile, how to handle mixed 
EVIR fleets, inspection configurations, adding rentals

EVIR® Tablet 
2 hours  |  Ideal for drivers and trainers  
Max 8 people per class
Learn how to use our EVIR using your tablet.

Covers: EVIR

Zonar Coach™
45 minutes  |  Ideal for drivers, trainers, compliance 
managers & mechanics  |  Max 10 people per class
Learn the ins and outs of Zonar Coach from a driver’s 
perspective.

Covers: Installing & navigating the mobile app. Connecting 
the driver’s mobile device to the in-asset camera, driving 
behavior that Coach detects, reviewing and contesting events

Zonar Logs™
30 minutes  |  Ideal for drivers and trainers  
Max 20 people per class
Learn to use the Zonar Logs hours-of-service application on 
our tablets.

Covers: Zonar Logs, EVIR

Zonar MobileCommand™ 
30 minutes  |  Ideal for drivers and trainers  
Max 20 people per class
On the tablet, learn how to access and navigate the various 
apps and add-ins within the customizable platform.

Covers: MobileCommand

Zonar OnRoute™
30 minutes | Ideal for drivers, trainers, dispatchers, 
compliance managers & mechanics 
Max 10 people per class
Learn how to manage routes that were recorded by the driver.

Covers: How to access, create and edit routes

Third-party Applications
30 minutes  |  Ideal for drivers and trainers  
Max 10 people per class
Learn to use various third-party applications.

Covers: Navigation, Fieldview, Workflow

Labor Training
Hardware Quality Control
15 minutes per asset
Our trainer will perform a quality control check with the 
installations performed.

Covers: An FSR will quality check vehicle hardware 
installations (troubleshooting not included).
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